Travis Peterson
C/V Adventurous
Sitka, Alaska

December 10, 2017
Platypus Marine

Bruce and the Platypus crew,

I am writing in appreciation of your recent work on the Adventurous. After two months in the yard
for a full paint job on our 56’ Delta I would like to thank the crews continuous professionalism and
abilities to work their way through our project. The Platypus crews can do attitude is remarkable! Each
person that worked on the Adventurous had true concern and dedication to our job. Our project was
done on time even tough we experienced ever-changing objectives. The crew jumped at the opportunity
to help and improve the outcome of all project scenarios as they came up. The experience level of the
guys working in the shop was outstanding! Every man on the crew seemed like they had years of
experience in their field. I was not only welcome, but encouraged to jump in and help any time I was in
the shop. I was a really impressed; thank you guys!
I was especially happy with the attentiveness placed on project tracking and billing. Considering we
had many changes as the project progressed the captain’s report continuously kept me update on every
hour and dollar spent on the project. The communication between the Darrin, the project manager, and
the crew was great! There were no surprises as the project progressed and changed. Every change we
made was analyzed, thought out and estimated before we moved ahead. I have never seen a yard that
paid such close attention to scheduling and billing details to help alleviate project completion sticker
shock. Thank you!
I was especially surprised by my access to a comfortable furnished apartment available for the
duration on our project. The Platypus owned apartment was close, clean and provided a great base for
me during the two months I came back and forth to Port Angeles.

I will be back for any future projects. Thanks again guys!!

Captain Travis Peterson

